one single haplotype into an area left available after a glacial retreat. Simulated data were 23 compared with empirical data available from the literature for a species of Pinus that has 24 expanded north after the last glacial maximum. In the evaluation of genetic diversity, 25 homoplasy was found to have little influence on Nei's unbiased haplotype diversity (H e ) 26 while Goldstein's genetic distance estimates (D (Powell et al., 1995) and mitochondria 35 Nuclear microsatellite loci are usually highly polymorphic with alleles varying in the 36 number of repeat units; they are codominant and inherited in a mendelian mode. These 37 characteristics, plus being considered selectively neutral, have made them a popular 38 marker for population genetic studies (Sunnucks, 2000) . With respect to the organelle 39 genomes, mitochondrial microsatellites have had little impact so far, but chloroplast 40 microsatellites have been increasingly used in population genetics since their discovery. 41 Conserved primers for the amplification of chloroplast microsatellites (cpSSRs) have 42 been reported for conifers (Vendramin et al., 1996) , gramineae (Provan et al., 2004) and 43 dicotyledons (Weising & Gardner, 1999 ), but it is among conifers, for studies of 44 population genetics, that chloroplast microsatellite markers have mainly been used (e.g. In the present study, simulation analysis was used to investigate the evolution of cpSSRs 80 in conifers and how homoplasy may influence the informativeness of these markers.
81
Instead of a more traditional simulation approach where the whole population is Modelling chloroplast microsatellite evolution 90 
Simulation of Coalescent Events

91
The probability of a coalescent event for any two lineages in a given generation depends 92 on the population size, the population structure and the mating system. Thus, it became 93 necessary to establish the biological scenario of the simulation, which would determine 94 the shape of the genealogy. The algorithm worked backward in time, starting with the last generation and finishing in 129 the first one (t=0). In every generation the coalescent events were generated by an 130 algorithm that assigned to every individual, x, from the sample (x∈[1,…, n t ]) in 131 generation t, its ancestor, y, in the previous generation t-1 (Fig. 1) . Every individual x 132 from the sample in generation t had a probability P=n t-1 /N t-1 (where n t-1 is the number of could be eliminated by simulating the coalescent history for the whole population.
226
However that would require excessive computational time, and it does not appear to be a 227 problem warranting this.
229
As was expected, the simulations with parameters that produced higher genetic diversity 230 also showed higher levels of homoplasy (see Table 1 and Fig. 4 attempt to apply a correction to these estimates would be prone to error. The number of cpSSR loci studied also influenced levels of homoplasy. A set of 270 simulations performed for four loci produced higher values for the homoplasy index, P, 271 and higher differences between expected and actual average distances than the equivalent 272 simulations performed for nine loci (Fig. 4) . Thus, the linkage of cpSSRs can be seen as with the highest diversity (see Fig. 2 and 3 ). 
